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With a smile, Rodriquez takes charge in A.S.

Remembering Doc’
By Leslie Asbur

imtside
donor
contributed
$5,000 on the condition that the
department match his offer
People are remembered in ourI
which they did
bringing in
rrs in many different ways after
another $10,000 for the Arends
they are gime. The theatet
Memorial Fellowship.
remembered
department
About two-thirds of the way
Emerson "Doc" Arendt; in one spethrough
the
play.
Brett in
cial way an endowment fund
Nicholson,
who played Hamlet,
for students who portray qualities
started
to
create
a
painting
on
similar to his.
stage. At the end of the perforOn March 22, the department
mance, the piece he created was
put on a special performaiu e of "Shakespeate
Zapped" for an invited audit-in, In attendance of this aucuoned (dl tor $1 ,()(8).
The !Milli-% raised on March 22 will go directly
special pert-in-mance of the al .st I ’dent directed play
were many members of the ttflhIII ii is and university toward a fell, ,wship for deserving students in the theinterested in the theater alt s department. SJSU ater arts department. The students will be chosen on
the criteria of: (WA higher than a 3.0, contributions to
l’itsilt-ii Robert I.. Caret and Ins ’site were also in
the department, demonstrated skill as a stage or teleattendance.
The purpose of the showing was to raise money for vision director, and professionalism and conduct that
the endowment. According to Bob lenkins, professor "honors the theater, university’, and student."
Arends was a speech and drama student from 1945
of theater arts and artistic dile, tot of "Shakespeare
Zapped," members of the &pal it it hoped to raise through 1948. In 1948, he was elected Associated
$10,000. The one night performan« leaf ed $21,000 Students president and later became an active alumnus through many campus
in profit.
organizations, including the
"This was the single
Alumni Association and
largest fund-raising event
Spartan Foundation. In
for the theater arts depart1976, Arends was awarded
ment," said Jenkins.
the Tower Award, SJSU’s
The invited guests were
highest how a-.
donors to the department
"The
audience
reallz
who chose the amount they
enjoyed the performance,
paid for their tickets to the
David Kahn said David Kahn, director of
play, with a $100 minimum
director of theater and drama coordinator theater and drama coordinadonation. The highest ticket
tor. it was a great event."
went for SLOW. Ticket sales
:dime netted $10,000. An

Theater arts
department
awards special
endowment
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Adrian Rodriquez will soon be sworn in as A. S.
Controller. Although he will be dealing with the

Pi It)
ItxmuoitiiSeut Iks. D %II
AS’s $2.2 million budget, no one will give him
the combination to the A.S. office safe.

In control
at iii ti
to I (milt students to SJSU.
"I’m the son of a teacher, Si) that’s carried on to
If there is something unusual about an me," said Rodriquez.
He is a fourth year history major and MexicanAssociated Students meeting, it’s probably Adrian
Rodriquez. Amid all the serious faces of the politi- American studies minor. This is his first year in stucally inclined, the newly elected A.S. controller is dent government as a director. He has been a
member of MEChA for three years and said is upset
always wearing a smile.
about the recent Riverside police brutality.
"He’s got a great sense
"I’m planning to
of humor," said Jerry
have
the
Mexican Simmons, A.S. director of
American Legal Defense
student services and A.S.
and Education Fund
president-elect. "He light(MALDEF) speak on this
ened up all the meetings."
issue," said Rodriquez.
Currently Ethnic Affairs
really upset that not
"I’m
director and co-chair to
tioni the
much !midi(
A.S. Vice President Mike
government is «miini
Yaghmai, Rodriquez said
Jerry Simmons out to speak on it.
he is happiest making poliA.S. director of student services MALDEF also may talk
cY
about a civil rights initia"I’ve always been an
tive.
activist," said Rodriquez
"I became inter"In high school I was
ested in Ethnic Affairs’
already protesting city
policy after taking courscouncil meetings."
es in ethnic studies, said
He said he considers
Rodriquez.
’The
biggest
problem
on campus is a
himself a mentor. "I am always preaching about
lack of communication between groups."
higher education."
He is also currently coordinating the annual
On Saturdays he works for Equity 2000 as a bilingual tutor for high school and junior high students. food bazaar featuring international cuisine. The
He tutors students from different school districts
See Control, Back page

The audience really enjoyed
the performance. It was a great
event.

By Lindy Boisvert

Spartan Daily Staff Writer

PREPARING FOR THE CLASH
Spartan Stadium
grounds foreman
Raul Bueno gets
a lift from fellow
worker Bill
Gafford as he
tightens the soccer goal nets in
preparation for
the San Jose
Clash’s premiere
game. Saturday,
against D C.
United. The
game, which will
be the first in the
history of Major
League Soccer,
has been sold
out.
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He’s got a great sense of
humor. He lightened up all the
meetings.
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House bill could affect loans
Effort to balance
budget may hit
students
By Dustin Shekel!
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Members of the House of
Representatives are trying to kick
many college students where it
hurts most their wallets.
As part of the budget both houses of Congress are devising, funding for much of the federal financial aid to students may be
drastically reduced.
The House of Representatives
has come up with a bill looking to
place a cap on the direct lending
program, as well as cut funding of
the Perkins Loan program and the
State Student Incentive Grant,

which in California funds the CalGrant program, said Donald Ryan,
SJSU director of financial aid.
"We are strongly opposed to the
House version," Ryan said. "It does
decrease the total available dollars
for students."
Direct lending is a relatively new
program to provide funds directly
from the federal government to
needy’ students, instead of relying
on private loans. The House bill
would place a cap on this program,
leasing most of its current recipients out in the cold.
"As if we don’t have to deal with
around
bureaucracy
mime
here, said Robert Gavrilovic. an
"Now,
aid
recipient.
financial
SJSU
we are all going to have to fight for
the limited dollars available to us.
It sucks."
The State Student Incentive

Grant consists of money given to
states from the government. The
state is responsible for distributing
funds to students. Perkins loans
are need-based low interest loans
for students.
The Senate has proposed a bill
that would give schools the same
amtnint of money as last year’s $63
million, Ryan said.
After
the
bill
passes a
Congressional vote, President
Clinton would have to sign it into
law, Ryan said.
Luckily for students, Chilton has
repeatedly said he would set() any
hills that hurt the nation’s «dirge
students.
Concerned students can call the
Congressional switchboard at I800-574-4AID and ask to speak to
the amity priate office who handles
education.
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Increase in late evening activities spurs extension of rail transportation hours
By Jennifer Johnson
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Light rail service hours from the Paseo
De San Antonio station have been extended until I a.m, due to an increase in late
evening activities.
"I would use it," said Linda Hoskins, an
SJSU English major.
Hoskins said she sometimes stays on

campus late or comes to the downtown
area with her husband.
Officials at the Santa Clara County
Transportation Agency (TA) said several
factors prompted them to add later hours
to this particular station, all of which fell
under customer convenience, said
Norman Newman, a IA spokesman.
He said a big part of the later service

was because of the late times events end
downtown, and cited the new United
Artists Theatre Complex as an example.
According to LA General Manager Dan
Barron, the later light rail senice will hen efit the complex.
"It will allow customers to go home
later, as well :is employees," Barron said.
He said movies get out at varied times, hut

Weekend weather

SPARTAN
SPEED READ

Saturday
Highs in
the 50s and
60s in the
mountains,
60s to the
mid-70s at the
coast, with 70s to
mid-80s inland.

Sunday
Highs in
the mid"
60s to the
mid-70s on
the coast
and mid-70s to
the mid-80s
elsewhere,

that later as .,, hie trains is an improvi
ment.
Janice 7.ajac. marketing manager for the
Pavilion Shops, said thev winked vers
closely with TA to implement the later set vice.
it will be very convenient lot moviegoers and customers of some 01 t 1111 other
establishments," she said.

w man said customer requests
unwed IA to move on the time change
because they showed a demand for later
servo o’ The hours were extended from
the last light tail train leaving Paseo De
San Antonio at midnight to about 1 a.m.
Newman said the last ti ain northbound
leaves at 1.01 a.m. and the last triun southIsoi mod leaves at 1702 .0 rut

Shirley body found

Permission needed

A body found in a
Mendocino County
reservoir Thursday was
tentatively identified
as 14 -year-old Raina
Bo Shirley, who was
missing since March 13.

A law requiring young
women in California to
get parental permission
or a judge’s approval
before undergoing an
abortion was upheld by
the Supreme Court.
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Editorial

We should be more aware of child abuse
-year-old boy is starved
A5to death by his parents. A
4-year-old girl is beaten to
death by her stepfather. A 5month-old girl is shaken to death
by her mother’s boyfriend.
No, these aren’t scenes from a
fictional television movie about
child abuse, although we may
wish they were. These are summaries of cases from a two-year
study by a team of public health
experts.
More than one child dies every
month in Santa Clara County
directly or indirectly from abuse
and neglect, the study claims.
This means that child abuse
doesn’t just happen in some far

More than one
child dies every
month in Santa
Clara County ...
from abuse or
neglect.
away place. Acts like those mentioned above are happening right
under our noses.
This month is Child Abuse
Prevention Month. We hope that
because child abuse is being
highlighted, more people will
become aware ofjust how preva-

Sports should
be about more
than money

Disgust best relays how I feel when I am forced to deal with Admissions and Records ...

Administrators need
lesson in manners

By Leslie Asbury

on the h am and it wind(’ be ready in a few business
days.
I could not believe it.
That single instruction was clearly an imposition
upon the receptionist.
I wanted to say, "Gee, so sorry to bother you. Just
what is it you do all day anyway?"
Have you requested your general education evaluation yet?
If you enjoy masochism, this experience is a real
treat.

Lo and behold, my evaluation was waiting for me to
pick up inside the expansion folder behind the reception desk.
Iwant to know how some university officials get and
My "Please Mail" was scratched off and written off to
keep their jobs.
campus
operator,
asked
for
a
p,rofesthe
side was "I will mail."
I called the
That was it.
sor’s phone number and the operator responded,
My composure deteriorated, and suffice it to say I
"Who?" at such a highly insane pitch as if to imply no
was told, "We don’t mail evaluations and don’t call stusuch person ever existed anywhere on the planet,
dents."
much less at SIR% and how dare I ask such a ludicrous
Again, I thought "Oops! I asked for too much
question.
again."
This was the day after S SU received national exposure for making the NCAA men s basketball
Because time is something students have little
411iitamah.of, officials seem to realize this and use it as
MAROUI-IES
tournament.
leverage.
If this is th e kind of treatment people across ‘s4431117.7.4
If you want anything, you have to do it their
the country who call the university operator
iA\
mid way or no way at all.
receive from our most vital link to the outside,
Disgust best relays how I feel when I am
it sucks.
tiirced to ask for anything from the Admissions
Pitiful.
and Records office.
That is the word that best describes the lack
of "customer service" given by Admissions and
If I sound a bit angry or frustrated, you’re
Records officials front-line personnel to
damned right.
students who pay as much as $1,000 per semesI am to the point where I hate unions.
ter for an education.
Fire all these officials and let the temporary
I may not pay tuition at the rate of many
services sort them out.
institutions across America, but that makes me
The one thing officials have in common is
arrogance and too much job security.
no less deserving of service, respect and compassion by university officials.
If they had to find and keep jobs like the
One day I filled out a transcript request
majority of Americans, they would discover
form, stood in line at the Admissions and
their interpersonal skills, attitudes toward job
Records office, and when it was my turn to be
security and lack of diplomacy would make
served was directed to the cashier’s office to
them undesirable employees.
pay first.
The only thing officials seem to do well
I went to the cashier’s office.
requires a single tool: toilet paper.
I wholeheartedly support the March 21 letter
The transaction was an imposition upon the
cashier who had no one else in line.
My very first request was February 1995.
to the editor by Loretta Lynne Shows.
Four weeks ago, I requested the evaluation again
I went back to the Admissions and Records office to
In the spirit of her letter, I want to remind officials
submit the request, but I made one too many and this time I required the request "Please Mail" that without SJSU students they would be unemployed,
marked on the form.
o.
demands; I wanted to pick it up when ready.
The receptionist returned the form, gave me a
The receptionist said they would call me within five "University officials need to think about that the next
name and phone number to call, and pointed toward to seven working days to pick it up.
time they tell a student what they can’t do rather than
I checked the mail box every day after 10 business what they can do.
the wall phones.
She stated] had to call someone else to find out how days eagerly anticipating this evaluation.
I can go about picking up the transcripts.
Three weeks after the request. I happened to be in
Lisa Brown is a Spartan Daily Staff Wit,r
I called.
the area of the Wahlquist building and thought I
The woman instructed me to simply write "Pick Up’ would drop by and check the status of my request.
By Lisa Brown

Letter
SJSU needs
benelovent leadership
Management is a term we use for what
in reality is a multi-tiered system of leadership at our campus. From the bottom
up you have the department heads, the
deans, the administration structure, the
president and the chancellor’s office.
Each of these tiers has different agendas
and often tends to disassociate itself
from decisions made at other layers.
This leads to conflicting messages, a lack
of ownership of decisions by management in general and ultimately a lack of
general effective leadership.
This differs from industry where you
have a general tenor of management
that sets a tone for the organization and
(I hope) provides clear leadership and a
sense of corporate vision. This is not
unusual SJSU reflects the diverse
nature of academia in general and this
campus in particular. This may seem our

greatest weakness it is, but managed
well, it can also be our greatest strength.
A good example of the negative side
of this is the April I unilateral implementation by management that forced
its last, best and final contract offer onto
36,000 California State Employees
Association (CSEA) represented employees in the CSU system. Don’t be confused. This implementation is not about
money; this is about power.
By forcing takeaway language on
employees’ management from one side
of their mouth is taking a stand that is
malevolent, and says that employees are
not valuable to CSU. One way they are
doing this is by taking away our contract
rights to internal promotion preference.
By taking away this contract language
they are taking away language that promotes an employee’s sense of career,
encourages employees to feel motivated
and invested in their jobs, and replaces
that with an attitude of workers as a commodity.
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Meanwhile, from the other side of the
mouth management is creating "morale
committees" talking about issues like
"campus climate," making "vision statements" and talking about the value of
personal empowertnent and creating
magic moments." Is it any wonder SJSU
has and needs morale committees? Is it
any wonder we have and need unions?
The other day I heard a radio commentator say, "Any company that has a union
probably deserves it." I couldn’t agree
more.
Another issue that needs to be looked
at is the issue of pay for performance.
This is an easy thing to implement in
industry where performance can be easily measured, or in a workplace where
the management is benevolent. But what
in academia are we to be measured by?
Do we get tneasured by the number of
students we turn out? If so, what are we,
a diploma mill? No! We get measured by
subjective evaluations that are very often
political popularity contests. That is why
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CSEA union members could not accept
that in our contract. Is management too
blind to see what it is doing to those who
did accept it? The tenure system was created to protect academia’s workers from
the kind of abuses we are already seeing.
Pay for performance is dividing, not
binding or motivating, this university.
It is easy for campus management to
disassociate itself from the process, to say
that it is not us at SJSU doing this. I say
to them, look at your own rhetoric.
Power emanates from the bottom up. It
is time to empower yourself, pass the
word up through the chain of command
that your employees deserve better. For
the sake of diversity, for the sake of campus climate, for the sake of SJSU, management needs to treat its workers better.
We
need
benevolent,
not
malevolent, leadership.
Steve Sloan
Technician, Journalism & Mass Comm.
Chief Steward, SJSU Chapter (SEA
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lent child abuse is in our society.
For each child who dies, perhaps 100 will suffer lesser, but significant harm, the death review
team said in the study.
But with government spending
cuts, preventing deaths caused by
abuse may become more difficult.
Preventing child abuse is also
hard because county officials
who deal with abusive families
have been forced to spend less
time checking for drug abuse
and other risk factors.
So we need to be more aware
of what’ s going on. Child abuse
is a reality, even here in San Jose.

Materialism has made its presence and
don’t think it will ever leave. People it
this world are so consumed with hov
now h money others make that they often lose
sight of the important things.
I remember back when I was a kid watchini
f iotball and baseball games. The athletes back
then played because they loved the sport. The
pretty much stayed with one team throughou
their career, out of loyalty and dedication. Sure
they had to make money in order to live, but i
wasn’t the biggest factor in their lives tin
sport was. I don’t recall hearing about contraci
negotiations or trades to teams that paid more.
Today, athletes move to where the money is
It’s a trend I see all over the place, but in sport:
I find it most disheartening. Going to a ball
game years ago meant, to me at least, watching
passion at its best. The players played for the
love of the game, not anything else. I still enkn
going to games, but now all I see are moneyhungry businessmen who are more preoccti
pied with how much they are worth to a certain
organization than what the game is all about.
Who cares about team loyalty what’s that
anymore? Athletes change teams so often in
this era that they lose sight of which team to
cheer for. I imagine that an athlete’s collection
of uniforms is hitting an all time high. Most of
them only see the dollar signs, not the passion.
Raiders quarterback Jeff Hostetler earned
$2,016,700 last season. And I’m sure he is not
the highest paid athlete. SJSU’s former ninning
back Johnny Johnson signed a two-year, $3 million contract with the 49ers on Monday.
Money is so prevalent in sports today that the
above information can be found in any local
newspaper. Why does it matter?
Who cares what an athlete makes? I see those
figures and truly get disgusted. I’m always hearing about so-and-so being traded or signing
with another team for more money. What about
his skills?
It takes a lot of skill these days to make
money, but I still don’t see the heart. Back in
the old days, the passion could be seen its the
players eyes when he talked about the game.
Now I see the same player talk about the game
as if he attended a board meeting, no enthusiasm at all.
It seems like they are getting more hungry as
time passes. Some might say that it is hard work
and that they deserve it. Believe me, I know
what kind of work goes into athleticism. That
comes out of love, though, not monetary benefits.
I have always been told, and truly believe,
that not being happy in what you do is more
important than the salary. I know that the athletes love the sport; why else would they spend
years perfecting their skills? But think about it.
When you are so consumed by how much you
make, you lose sight of why you play. The thrill
of the game is gone.
Players’ salaries change the games for the
spectators as well. We discuss how much someone made last season rather than how good, or
bad, that athlete is. I personally want to watch
points rise, not salaries.
My disappointment in professional sports
grows each year. I’m tired of hearing about
greedy businessmen. They are supposed to be
athletes, after all.
I guess it’s the trend of this world, but why
did it have to infect the one profession that
people honestly look tip to with admiration?
Now, the main reason to become an athlete is
to get rich. How truly sad
Leslie Asbury is a Spartan Daily Shill Writer.
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Scoundrels, astronauts and barnyard annals
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Daily
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Chinese Campus Fellowship
Bible study. 2:30p.m.-5p.m.
Student Union, Guadalupe
rm. Call 225-2224.
Counseling Services
Personal-growth group. 1p.m.2:30p.m. Administration Bldg.,
rin
I. Call 9245937.
Preach Club
Meeting and conversations in
French. 12:30p.m.-1:30p.m.
MacQuarrie Hall, JazzLand
Cafe. Call 283-0753.
Gay-Lesbian-Bisexual
Student Support Grow
MeetintOp.m.-2
Counse
Services,
istrationB;
dg., rm. 201.
Call 924-5910.
/LUX&
Chicano
Meeting.
C=tec, Wahlquiat

lp.m.

It, juts
II v,1,01 .d..00 slopping .0 11114 r11111 *Ala t, Al atsaid she
I ever ling.,’ We ex( fiernein of earning $3 per column when she
began her ( direr.
Her books include "The Grass Is Always Greener Over the Septic
lank," "I I AN "NCI %thing in the Postnatal Depression," and "When
int Look I ikt 1))11i Passport Photo. It’s Time to Go Home."

University hawks infamous signature

Calendar

Today

COLLEGE PARK, Md. (AP) A generation alter in I esigncti the
vice presidency in disgrace, Spiro T. Agnew is a favorite of autograph
hounds.
"Some of the best autographs are the autographs of scoundrel,.
said Richard Hall, manager of Harris Auction (;alleries in Baltimot
’Jesse James,’ if you could find it, would be a wonderful one to tine
Agnew recently asked the University of Maryland to help him handle the more than 100 requests for autographs he says he receives
each month.
The university agreed, and now you can buy a signed photograph
of Agnew for $50. The money will go to the university library’s
archives and manuscripts department, which is organizing its 1.5 million Agnew papers.
Agnew, 77, resigned in 1973 amid allegations he
took bribes while governor of Maryland. He pleaded
no contest to income tax evasion.

Women’s Resource Center
Open support
group.10:Mp.m.
Administration Bldg., rm. 207.
Call 9246500.

Saturday
Beta Alpha Psi
Free Income Tax form
assistance in many languages,
by SJSU students. Noon4p.m. Business Classrooms,
rm. 309. Call 924-9837.

LOS AN(;ELES (AP) To promote the new album by his rock
group Z, Dweezil Zappa decided to do a real bad job.
He recruited some famous friends, including model Cindy
Crawford, actresses Ellen DeGeneres and Rosanna
Arquette and actor Robert Wagner, to give testimonials for "Music for Pets" that were purposely pathetic.
"I invited some friends to help me promote the
record by way of a cheesy infomercial-style ad," Zappa
said. "I’m a fan of bad TV, so it was fun to make."
Wagner appears with his horses and says, "My horses have listened to music all their lives, but they’ve
never heard anything like ’Music for Pets.’"
Crawford, shown with a puppy on her lap, says,
"Finally, an album for both of us.
Richard Hall
auction manager
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Astronaut Lucid eating well

Sunday

Zappa is bad, man, real bad ...

Some of the
best autographs are
the autographs of
scoundrels.

CAPE (.ANAVERAL, Fla (AP) Shannon Lucid
says she’s in culinary heaven aboard the Russian space
station Mir.
The American astronaut and Russian crewmates
have been eating mostly Russian food so far, both the
dehydrated variety and the canned stuff, "sort of meat
and potatoes and a lot of cabbage, which I really like,"
she said.
What’s more, the 10-year-old station doesn’t smell, the air is clean,
and it’s quieter up there than she expected I 1/2 weeks into her fivemonth stay.
"Actually, it’s pretty nice," Lucid, the first American woman to live
on Mir, said on CNN on Wednesday.
The 53-year-old biochemist said she is working and communicating well with her crewmates, Yuri Onufrienko and Yuri Usachev.
Lucid arrived at Mir aboard space shuttle Atlantis or, March 23.
The shuttle will bring her home in August.

Catholic Campus Ministry
Mass. 8p.m. St. Joseph
Cathedral, 90 S. Market St.
Call 938-1610.
Hoag Kong Club
Barbecue. 11:30a.m. Lake
Cunningham Park, 2305
S. White Road. Call 896-2663,

Columnist comfortable after transplant
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
Humor columnist Erma Bombeck was
reported doing well after undergoing a kidney transplant that she
has been awaiting for several years.
"All her indicators are excellent," said Rebecca Higbee, spokeswoman at the Medical Center of the University of California-San
Francisco. "She is conscious and comfortable."
Bombeck, 69, who had the operation Wednesday, acknowledged
for some time that she was on a waiting list for a suitable donor for a
kidney transplant. She had been undergoing dialysis four times a day
at her Paradise Valley, Ariz., home.
Her kidneys began to fail in 1990 after they were damaged by cancer-fighting medication she was taking. She underwent a mastectomy
that same year. One of her kidneys was removed in 1993.
Bombeck was an Ohio housewife in the 1960s when she decided
she would write a humor column about life in the suburbs. She started out writing in neighborhood newspapers, but quickly advanced to
a bigger paper and syndication. She also was a correspondent on
ABC’s "Good Morning America" for several years.

Excorcist in hot water
Bishop censured
for unorthodox
practices
He
VATICAN CITY (AP)
draws thousands of people from
across Europe seeking health,
exorcisms and the Holy Spirit.
Now an African bishop finds himself in trouble with the Vatican.
The Vatican said Tuesday that
the pope had ordered Monsignor
Emmanuel Milingo to obey local
bishops, after the Milan archbishop told him to stop holding
Masses on his territory.
Thousands of people show up
fin- Milingo’s monthly Masses in a
former warehouse on the outskirts
of Milan. The bishop offers
prayers of healing for people with
cancer and AIDS, and performs
exorcisms while the faithful writhe
and shout.
Milingo, who lives in Rome, also
has released a recording of
African folk songs and reportedly
endorsed an African nun s claims
that she regularly saw the face of
Christ.
The censure was only the latest
controversy for Milingo, whom
Pope John Paul II ousted in 1982
as archbishop of Lusaka, Zambia,
for his faith-healing practices. The
pope brought him back to the
Vatican as a special delegate on
immigrant matters.
That case highlighted the delicate balance the Roman Catholic
Church tries to reach in incorporating traditional African customs
in church services without letting
what it considers superstition
undermine its own traditions.
Italy too has its share of super-

natural, extrareligious rituals.
Tarot card readers, magicians,
seers, astrologers, mind-readers
and the like remain enormously
popular, and reports of Madonna
statues and religious icons weeping blood are not uncommon.
And the Roman Catholic
Church believes in possession by
the devil and sanctions exorcisms
although it rarely discusses them.
The Milan archbishop, Cardinal
said
Martini,
Carlo
Maria
Milingo’s censure was prompted
by numerous complaints "both
over the style of the ceremonies
and behavior of the faithful who
follow them."
Milingo’s activities have been
tolerated for years, and the
Vatican statement Tuesday was relatively mild. Last year, the pope
removed a French bishop, Jacques
Gaillot, from his diocese for challenging church doctrine on abortion, condoms, married priests
and homosexual couples.
Milingo, 65, said he would obey
the church’s orders, but sounded
defiant.
"I am like this for 22 years, out
of place, and I’m kicked like a ball
to the left, to the right, continually," he told Milan’s Corriere della
Sera newspaper for Tuesday editions.
"It’s impossible that for 22 years
the (Roman) Catholic Church
doesn’t understand what Milingo
does," he said.

Beatles say no to easy money

).% ORK (AP)
The three remaining Beatles
have turned down a $500 million offer for an easy day’s work a 20minute concert at Shea Stadium.
"The Beatles aren’t interested," Paul McCartney’s office said in a
statement Thursday. "Money is not an issue. We wouldn’t do it for
twice as much. The answer is no."
The reunion show was the brainchild of Sid Bernstein, who promoted the first Beatles’ shows at Shea. Bernstein’s proposal would
have reunited the Beatles on Aug. 23 30 years alter their last show
at the stadium.
In March, McCartney, George Harrison and Ringo Starr said no to
a $225 million offer for a concert tour of North America, Europe
1apan

Head playboy to celebrate 70th
LOS ANGELES
anng black satin pajamas and a red smoking
jacket, Hugh Hefner sir olled past a child’s play toy and a nude,
poster-size picture of his wife before sitting down in the Playboy mansion to talk about old age.
The homebody hedonist turns 70 on Tuesday.
"I’ve had a third act. F. Scott Fitzgerald said there are no second
acts in American lives and I’ve got act three here and I’m very fortunate for it. I feel wonderful," a smiling Heftier said of the approaching milestone.
He looks more like a man in his 40s: tanned, a full head of slightly
graving hair, a lively gait and glistening eyes that telegraph, "I’ve seen
it all."
Seventy is the reality, but Heftier doesn’t see himself approaching
the end of his extraordinary life: "My mother’s 100, we have very
good genes," he said in a recent interview.
His birthday will be a subdued affair at the Plaits, v mansion,
where he lives with his wife and two yotuig children.

Law may save
’Scary Movie’
SANTA ROSA (AP)
A
McCarthy era law may force the
Santa Rosa school board to let a
Los Angeles film company shoot
scenes of a mock horror film at
Santa Rosa High School, even
though the board objects to the
movie’s gory scenes and foul language.
School boards cannot restrict
use of school property based solely
on content issues, a legal adviser
told the board Monday.
At issue is the script 14 "Scary
Movie,"
which
stars
Drew
Barrymore and features mutilated
teens and a foul-mouthed principal.
The producer, Frighttnare Inc.,
wants to pay Santa Rosa High
$10,000 to use the campus.
Board members will decide at
an April 16 meeting whether to
grant permission to use the school.
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Investigators find
bomb materials
in suspect’s cabin
Unabomber team searching
for clues in rural Montana

AP)
HELENA, Mont.
Investigators found a partially
assembled pipe bomb, t hemicals
and meti,. lotions limes on making
explosives in the mountain cabin
of the former Berkeley math professor suspected of bring the
Unabomber, federal officials said
Thursday.
Theodtire John Kuczynski, 53,
was charged Thursday with possessing the bomb components :mei
was held without bail. Appearing
before a judge. Kattynski, bearded
and thin, said he was mentally
competent and couldn’t afford his
own lawyer.
The charge made no men tit in
of the Unabomber’s string of

bombing MLR ks, %s hit ft killed
three people and injured 23 in 18
years. Federal officials said the
charge was designed to hold
Kaczynski while agents build a
case.
The
FBI
again
searched
Kaczynski’s hand-built, 10-by-12 foot cabin Thursday. Federal officials said the search could last several days. "It’s going very slowly.
because we’re not sure if it’s
booby -trapped," said a federal
agent speaking on condition of
anonymity. "We have an explosives
ordnance team X-raying everything before we touch it."
The cabin has no electricity or
no running water, which would

appeal to matt h the Unahomber
aversion to modern society and
technology.
FBI agents had been staking out
Kaczynski’s
cabin
near
the
Continental Divide for several
weeks, ever since his own mother
and brother in the Chicago area
notified author ities that they had
stumbled across sonic of his old
writings while cleaning out the
house they were putting tip for
sale.
Kaczynski was taken into custody by federal agents Wednesday
so they could sear( h his cabin in
the wilderness 50 miles northwest
of Helena.
Dick Lundberg, a neighbor, said

’ha

he sometimes gave Kaczynski rides
into Helena. Plane connections
were available there. Asked about
the possibility of accomplices, one
federal agent said: "This guy is a
loner. He wouldn’t work with
someone else."
FBI and Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco and Firearms agents
found a partially completed pipe
bomb in the loft at Kaczynski’s
cabin, according to an affidavit by
FBI agent Donald.). Sachdeben.
Ten three-ring binders were
recovered filled with "page after
page of meticulous writings and
sketches which I recognize to be
diagrams of explosive devices,"
Sachtleben said.

Who is
Kaczynski?

4-7c-7ir7ic7Af aid
youLm
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Suspect remembered
as brilliant, shy

ve -tics

iri lirle for:
Save $400 on a new Pontiac Sunfire
(actually, any new Pontiac) if you just graduated or are about to graduate.*
Call 1-800-643-6733 for more information.

BERKELEY (AP) The for trier Berkeley math professor suspected of being the Unabomber
was remembered Thursday as an
"almost pathologically shy" individual who seemed bound for a
brilliant career before he inexplicably veered into oblivion.
What made Theodore John
Kaczynski throw aside his job as
an assistant professor in 1969
after only two years remains as
much a mystery today as it was
then, former colleagues said.
"It struck me as unusual a
person of this obvious capability
and brilliance suddenly saying,
’I’m
" said math professor Calvin Moore, who along with
professor John Addison, then
department chair, tried to talk
Kaczynski into staying.
Addison, who spoke alongside
Moore at a news conference
Thursday, said he, too, was puzzled by Kaczynski’s abrupt decision to leave the field in which he
was doing so well.
"One faculty member told me
. something to
the effect that
(Kaczynski)
may have wanted to do somestruck me
thing that had
more immedias unusual
ate social value
than
mathea
matics,"
Addison said.
person of
Addison and
Moore
said
this
Kaczynski gave
obvious
no indication
he was opposed
capability
to an industrial
society, theme
and
of
the
Unabomber’s
brilliance
writings.
Kaczynski,
suddenly
53, was charged
saying,
Thursday
in
Helena, Mont.,
’I’m
with possessing
bomb compoleaving."
nents found in
his cabin near
Calvin Moore
the
math professor
Continental
Divide.
The charge
made no mention of the Unabomber’s string of
bombing attacks, which killed
three people and injured 23 in 18
years. Federal officials said the
charge was designed to hold
Kaczynski while agents build a
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Kaczynski, who graduated front
Harvard when he was barely 20,
was hired at UC-Berkeley as an
acting assistant professor for the
1967-68 school year. He became
an assistant professor the following year after earning his doctorate from the University of
Michigan.
In 1969, Kaczynski submitted
his resignation "quite out of the
blue," Addison wrote in a 1970
letter to Allen Shields, now
deceased, who was Kaczynski’s
thesis supervisor at Michigan.

Murrelet not
enough
Oregon timber to be logged
EUGENE, Ore. (AP)
About
half the timber sale units locked in
a battle over nesting habitat for
the marbled murrelet will be
released for logging in the next
two weeks unless environmentalists and the government can get
an appeals court to stop it.
Not wanting to "trump" the
intent of Congress to speed up
logging on Northwest national
forests under the so-called salvage
rider, U.S. District Judge Michael
Hogan issued an order late
Wednesday putting 77 of the 147
sale units on a schedule for
release.
Last January, Hogan threw out
the scientific protocol used by the
U.S. Forest Service to decide
whether the elusive birds, which
are a threatened species, are actually nesting in a stand of timber.
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Authorities think body may be missing girl

POTTER X’ALLEY, Calif. (AP)
A
body found in a Mendocino County reservoir Thursday was tentatively identified as
a teen-age girl missing since last month,
search volunteers said.
Fourteen-year-old Raina Bo Shirley disappeared March 13 after she and a friend
reportedly accepted a ride from Arnoldo
Jorge Manzo and his teen-age nephew.
The nephew later was arrested but
authorities have not been able to find
Mario, 28, who may be hiding in Mexico,
officials said.
Authorities said both girls were drugged
and sexually assaulted.
Sheriff’s officials said a Pacific Gas 8c

Hew& (.o. eiriplore found a body
Thursday afternoon near a fish screen at
the Van Arsdale Reservoir in Potter \Palley.
"Positive identification is pending. The
family of Raina Shirley has been notified
of the possibility of the body being that of
their missing daughter," a sheriffs press
release said.
At the Find Raina Shirley Center, volunteer Kelly Moore said, "We’re going to
need lots of support. It’s sad. Everybody’s
upset."
On the night of the abduction, Raina’s
13-year-old friend was found walking in a
dazed stupor in town. Authorities said they
later learned that she and Raina had

accepted a ride from Manz and his
nephew, who also was Raina’s classmate.
Later that night. Raina’s clothes and
backpack were found about a mile downstream from the luau," a popular party
area on the north bank of the Eel River,
upstream from the reservoir.
A warrant has been issued for Manzo’s
arrest, and authorities have searched for
the Mexican citizen in San Jose, San Diego
and along the U.S.-Mexico border.
On Wednesday, the Santa Rosa Press
Democrat reported that Manzo has contacted several people in the San Jose area
from Mexico City.

The standoff in Montana
Freemen sit down
with negotiators for first time

a

stit

JORDAN, Mont. (..\P) Sitting
on folding chairs on a dirt road,
the besieged Freemen met with
negotiators Thursday for the first
time in the 11 -day standoff.
Four Freemen met for about an
hour and a half with four negotiators at the edge of the fugitives’
compound. At least one of the
negotiators meeting with the
Freemen was a federal agent, but
the identities of the other three
could not be immediately confirmed. The identities of the
Freemen representatives were also
unknown.
One of the Freemen did most of

the talking, occasionally standing,
walking around and waving his
arms. Reporters were kept about a
mile away, but the negotiations
could be seen clearly through
binoculars and telephoto lenses.
Freemen in a pickup truck
parked about 100 yards away
watched the meeting closely.
Federal agents did the same from
another vantage point, and a surveillance plane circled overhead.
When the meeting ended, the
Freemen packed up the chairs and
went back to the ranch house on
the 960-acre farm. The negotiators
drove past about a dozen TV crews

and reporters without stopping to
comment.
However tentative, it was the
first sign of a break in the standoff
that began with high tension
March 25 when agents arrested
two Freemen leaders. The tension
has dulled into routine.
The Freemen are anti-government activists who refuse to recognize the government’s authority.
They have their own laws and
courts based on their interpreta-’
tion of the Bible, the U.S.
Constitution and other documents.
FBI agents are trying to negotiate a peaceful surrender with the
remaining fugitive Freemen, who
are among 20 or so people holed
up at the ranch about 30 miles
northwest of Jordan.
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Whitewater witness lied to FBI
Jim Guy fucker, called in 1990
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP)
The government’s key witness in with a warning that FBI agents
the trial of President Clinton’s for- were asking questions about
mer Whitewater partners said Madison. Tucker asked Hale to say
today that he lied to the FBI dur- as little as possible to the agents,
ing a 1990 investigation because Hale said. Tucker was elected lieutelling the truth would have tenant governor later in 1990 and
became governor after Clinton was
assuredly meant prison time.
David Hale said that as federal elected president two years later.
Capital
who
ran
Hale,
investigators looked into defendant James McDougal’s Madison Management Services Inc., said if
Guaranty Savings and Loan in the he had told the truth to the FBI
late 1980s and 1990, he feared they and let agents look at his files,
would broaden their probe and "They would have locked up me
look at his small business invest- andlim Guy that day and sent the
paddy wagon after Jim McDougal."
ment company.
and
McDougal
Tucker,
Hale said another defendant,

McDougal ’s ex-wife Susan are
accused of arranging nearly $3 million in fraudulent loans from
Madison and Capital Management
in a series of transactions around
10 years ago. The McDougals are
former partners of Clinton and his
wife in the Whitewater real estate.
development.
In the years after regulators
removed McDougal in 1986 from
Madison’s operations, Hale said,
he was fearful that investigators
looking into Madison’s books
would look at CapP,....; NI.a.iagement
and make a connection between
the two.

$10 million claim in beating
7
if
8

7t

LOS ANGELES (AP)
Demonstrators
Vazquez, 32, also was beaten. Both remained hospimarched to a federal building Thursday to protest talized in Los Angeles, their lawyers said.
the beating of illegal immigrants by sheriffs
Funes Flores needed stitches for some cuts.
deputies as the immigrants’ lawyer filed a $10 mil- Sotero Vazquez reportedly was treated for bruises
lion claim against Riverside County.
and dehydration.
David Ross, attorney for Sotero Vazquez, has said
A large crowd of marchers gathered outside the
the mother of two was struck on her
downtown Los Angeles federal building
afternoon.
Some
carried
a
arms, legs and back. A deputy also was
in the late
videotaped slamming her face-down
large American flag.
Earlier in Riverside County, lawyers
onto the hood of the pickup truck,
They’re
then grabbing her by the hair and
prepared a claim to seek more than $10
throwing her to the ground.
million from the county for alleged vio- holding up as
Riverside County Sheriff Larry
lation of anti-torture laws.
Smith condemned the beatings
Deputies "recklessly, intentionally well as possible
Wednesday, calling them a shocking
and wantonly" beat Enrique Funes
use of excessive force, and promised a
Flores with batons and threw Santiago for anyone in
Garcia Pedroza to the ground, accord- the middle of a full investigation.
ing to the claim prepared by Peter
Deputies Tracy Watson and Kurds
Franklin, who were placed on paid
Schey of the Center for Human Rights media feeding
leave, went into hiding from the news
and Constitutional law in Los Angeles.
media but one had returned home by
frenzy.
It seeks $10 million for Funes who
remains hospitalized and $10,000 for
Thursday, said Dan Swift, president of
Dan Swift the Riverside Sheriff’s Association. He
Garcia. It was unclear if the claim had
Riverside Sheriff’s declined to identify the man.
been filed with the appropriate county
Association president
"They’re holding up as well as
office by closing Thursday.
possible for anyone in the middle of a
The claim which if rejected could
media feeding frenzy," he said.
be followed by a lawsuit alleges that
Swift also said the 1,300 members
the deputies violated U.S. law, the
of his union were unhappy with
Vienna Convention on the Law of
conremarks.
Nations
Smith’s
United
Treaties and the
"They are disappointed with the sheriff’s
ventions against torture.
Funes Flores and Garcia Pedroza were among at response, in essence condemning these two, even
least 19 Mexican nationals who fled sheriffs though he acknowledges all the facts are not in,"
deputies Monday on an 80-mile high-speed chase Swift said.
During the chase, law enforcement agencies
in a pickup truck from Temecula to the Los
Angeles suburb of South El Monte. Authorities reported that men jammed in the back of the
truck were throwing beer bottles and pieces of
said they never caught the driver.
At the end, as people fled the truck, circling TV camper shell at the pursuers. The truck also sidenews helicopters videotaped a deputy striking swiped a car.
But on Thursday, three of the fugitives denied
Funes Flores six times with a baton even though he
did not resist. His companion, Alicia Sotero they hurled anything at deputies.
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NFL,CFL,ARENA LEAGUE
SCOUTING COMBINE
’Filmed by Pro Football video crew
"40 yard.dash, vertical jump
*2251b. bench press, short shuttle
*Position one-on-one dnlls
*ResultsNideo sent to all 54 teams

Date
Location
Time
Surface

1-800-428-7968

Sat., April 13
UC-Berkeley
Kleeberger Fld.
10:30AM
Turf

evaluation fee of $110 covers field,insurance,staftvideo and results distribution

A source close to the investigation told
the Press Democrat that Manzo contacted
individuals in the San Jose area over the
past several weeks, beginning the week
after the alleged assaults.
It was not known if Manzo was still in
Mexico or whether he indicated knowing
the whereabouts 14-year-old Raina.

to need lots of
support. Its sad. Evenbody’s
upset.

The FBI alerted its agents in Mexico
City but neither bureau officials nor the
Mendocino County Sheriff’s Department
would say specifically what steps they are
taking to find Manzo.

We’re going

Kelly Moore
Raina Shirley Center volunteer
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Washington mourns
Tearful capital marks tragic airplane accident
WASHINGTON (AP) A stunned capital was in ried a voice or data recorder. He also defended the
mourning Thursday. Flags flew at half-staff and grief relatively old technology used to guide the plane
hung over the Commerce Department on a sunny toward the Dubrovnik airport prior to the crash.
spring day that should have held the promise of
"It is a kind of an approach that’s been around
new life.
for awhile, there’s no question about that, but it’s
The bodies of Commerce Secretary Ron Brown still a very valid approach," Estes said. "Many airand his entire entourage had been found, recov- craft have landed at the airport there at Dubrovnik
ered from a plane crash in Croatia on Wednesday.
with no difficulty. If we thought it wasn’t a safe
A grieving President Clinton, whom Brown approach we wouldn’t allow our aircraft to use it."
helped win the White House in 1992, ordered flags
The Air Force and the National Transportation
flown at half-staff in the nation’s capital. On Wall Safety Board dispatched a team to Dubrovnik to
Street, the New Yiirk Stock Exchange was observing investigate Wednesday’s crash near the Adriatic
a moment of silence.
coast. And the Army field headquarters in Tuzla,
Clinton called Brown’s
Bosnia, assembled an
widow early today to notify
emergency team to help
her that the secretary’s
search for bodies amid
body had been identified,
We thank God for their life, we high winds and sheets of
said presidential spokesman
Mike McCurry.
pray for their families and we came rain. "We have found
The president and first
the last victim," Croatian
lady joined other adminis- together in our grief and
Interior Minister Ivan
tration officials at a brief
.Jarnjak
told the state
rededication.
memorial service at nearby
HINA news agency today,
St.
John’s
Episcopal
Bill Clinton confirming that none of
Church. The ceremony was
United States president the 33 aboard survived
closed to the public and
the crash of the U.S. Air
police blocked off nearby
Force plane.
streets as passersby stopped
The
State
to watch.
Department was waiting
Afterward, Clinton said it was "a very moving to release the names of the victims pending notificamemorial service, not only to grieve but also to cele- tion of their families.
brate the life" of Brown and the other victims. "We
Clinton, visiting the Commerce Department’s
thank God for their life, we pray for their families Washington headquarters on Wednesday to deliver
and we came together in our grief and rededica- the tragic news, praised Brown.
tion."
"He was one of the best advisers and ablest peoAt the Pentagon, Air Force Lt. Gen. Howell Estes ple I ever knew. And he was very, very good at everyIII said search crews were trying to determine the thing he ever did," Clinton told about 700
number of people on the plane. A passenger list for Commerce employees, several huddled together in
the flight showed 33 Americans and two Croatians stunned sorrow. With first lady Hillary Rodham
but, as of today, only 33 bodies had been recovered.
Clinton, Vice President Al Gore and most of the
Contrary to reports from Croatia, Estes said he Cabinet on hand, Clinton led Brown’s subordinates
did not believe the Air Force passenger plane car- in silent prayer.
,.

Court upholds state abortion law
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) A
ing abortion rights’ groups and
law requiring unmarried young the American Civil Liberties
women in California to get Union, plan to seek a rehearing
parental permission or a judge’s before the high court.
approval before undergoing an
Margaret Crosby, an ACLU
abortion was upheld Thursday by attorney, said those most affected
a sharply divided state Supreme will be adolescents in dysfunctional or unsupportive families. In
Court.
The 4-3 ruling means that as addition, the law will tax the state’s
early as next month doctors who judicial system with roughly 14,000
perform abortions without such young women seeking to bypass
written consent may be charged parental consent in the courts, she
said.
with a crime.
Dian Harrison of Planned
"It has been a long fight," said
Brian Johnston, executive director Parenthood Golden Gate said her
of
the
Sacramento-based group was saddened by the ruling.
"We believe that the law is overCalifornia ProLife Council. "For a
number of reasons, we are ly burdensome, a violation of the
relieved that, at least to some privacy rights of young women
degree, parents’ rights will finally and an endangerment to the
be restored."
health of minors," she said. "We
The law requires an unmarried know that many teens will risk seriunder
18,
living
at
home,
ous
medical consequences as a
woman
to get permission from at least one result of this law."
About half the states have laws
parent for an abortion. As an alternative, a judge, in a confidential requiring parental notification or
hearing, can rule that she is consent for a minor’s abortion,
mature enough to make the deci- and the U.S. Supreme Court has
sion or that an abortion is in her upheld such laws under federal
constitutional standards.
best interests.
But the California challenge
Approved by state lawmakers in
1987, the law was to go into effect relied on interpretation of the
in early 1988. But it was immediately challenged and not enforced
while it made its way through the
lower court system.
Thursday’s ruling paves the way
for the laws implementation in 30
days, though opponents, includ-

IQ

MNetHIAIVE
Calling all Masters student,
& graduating seniors in
CS & Engineering....

We’re having a
Job Open House on
April 11 from 4.8pm.
Come meet hiring
managers and engineers.
Check out our Web Site
for job descriptions !
hup://www.netframe.com
Fax or e-mail your
resume as your RSVP.
From 880 lake Montague
Expressway West. Right on
McCarthy and Right on Barber.
NetFRAME Systems:
1545 Barber Lane
Milpitas. CA 951)35
Fax (408) 474-4200
E-mail hpadtensrrnettratne corn

state’s constitutional right to privacy, which has been interpreted by
state courts as being more protective than its federal counterpart.
The law’s opponents won early
victories. In 1991, San Francisco
Superior Court Judge Maxine
Chesney declared the law unconstitutional after a trial in which she
heard from medical experts and
researchers in similar laws in
other states
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June 6- 18,

3 transfer credits
in English or Biology,
$2295. All inthisive
( S17:43. - land onlv1
Cow:it t Gloria Reid at

OHLONE COLLEGE
(510) 659-6222

Mailbox Rental
$5 a month min

PRINTING
297-6698
93 E. Santa Clara St
COPY
3 1/2
We Do: Shipping Fax Services Binding

2 Blocks From Campus
No Min
With the Ad

8UM1101CR IN ANTIGUA
Mayan Studies in Guatemala
through Gavilan College
Conducted by: Bob Freimark, Prof Emeritus in Art, SiSil
and Prof. Carlos Iraheta, MA. History
2 Tours: lune 16-iuly 6 or July 14 -August 3
21 Days, Complete Package for $1995.
3 Unit5 credit/No credit

Ph: 415

347.6781 or fax 415-349.9659
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Ruelas
homer lifts
Spartans

Softball team delivers in UNLV series
Results
.April

7 I

Softball
Spartans beat UNLV, 2-0,
in first game and tie. 5-5,
in second at PAL stadium on Wednesday.

By Paul Eiser
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Softball oialAer
VIctona Ruelas
SIC a two run
hornet In SJSLI s
Arst game
lgant UNLl

See story on page 6

rankeu

Seegou story on pogo 6

Schedule
For Apnl 4-7

Golf
SJSU will be hosting the
U.S. Collegiate Golf
Championship at the
Pasatiempo Golf
Course in Santa Cruz
on Saturday and
Sunday.
Baseball
SJSU at Nevada Reno,
Thursday & Friday,
2:30 p.m., Reno,
Nevada.
SJSU at Nevada,
Saturday, 1 p.m.

Men’s Gymnastics
Mountain Pacific
Championships,
Friday, TBA, Santa
Barbara, Calif.
NFtl’Ut I As. Duly
PI I( f" 145 SI
Spartan pitcher Carina Lilly pitched a shutout to lead SJSU to a 2-0 victory in the first game of their doubleheader against UNLV Wednesday night.

Women’s Golf
Spartans don’t compete until April 13 &
14 at the California
Women’s Collegiate
tournament.

The Spartan softball team went up against the
UNLV Rebels Wednesday in a show of power and skill
to bring home a 2-0 victory and 5-5 tie.
The first game started out slow with neither team
running past second base in the first two innings.
Then, in the bottom of the fourth SJSU infielder
Victoria Ruelas hit a home run over the left field wall.
Her home run brought in the only runs for the
game. The blast was Ruelas’ first home run of the season and third of her career at SJSU.
"(I feel) relieved," Ruelas said, "I haven’t been hitting the ball as hard as I know I can."
Shan McDonald, UNLV head coach, was impressed
with the Spartan’s performance.
"We have to give SJSU credit for getting the ball out
of the park," McDonald said.
A tense moment in the game came in the sixth
g when the Rebels were up at bat with two outs.
Spartan second baseman Valen Quintero appeared to
drop the ball during a tag. This action allowed
UNLV’s Kim Rondina to run home from third base.
Officials ruled that the tag at second was legitimate
and that she dropped the ball after the tag while running off the field.
After the first game against UNLV, the Spartans
were confident of their abilities.
"We’re doing a great job," said SJSU head coach
Debbie Nelson. "It means a lot of confidence ... to
win a big ranked team."
The Spartans planned to use the same strategies
for the next game that night against UNLV.
In the first inning of the second game, Rebel Sara
Mallett was walked to first base. Two bunts later she
was on third base. A hit to left field let her score the
first run of the game.
Unfortunately for the Rebels, this was nothing
compared to what the Spartans accomplished their
first time up at bat.
In the first inning, the Spartans loaded the bases
five times. Second to bat, Jill Tawney hit a triple to
bring in Quintero from first base. Two batters later
the bases were loaded. Tawney was walked in to make
the score 2-1. The bases still loaded, Maya Garcia hits
double to center field bringing in Pat Martinez and
Ruelas. malting the score 4-1.
In the third inning, with runners on second and
third, Rebel Heather Siegel had a hit to left field. The
Spartans retrieved the ball only to have the throw to
second go over Quintero’s head. This error allowed
the Rebels to score two runs, making the score 4-3.
Next, Rebel Heather Markowitz hit a triple to bring
in Siegel from second, tying the game at 4-4. Two outs
later a single brought Markowitz home to take the
lead. The Spartans would in the bottom of the fourth
tie it all up again with a Martinez RBI hit to the left
field wall. After the ninth inning the officials decided
to end the game for the night. The game will continue in two weeks at UNLV to determine a winner.
"It brings a lot of confidence back to know we can
win UNLV," Ruelas said.

Golf team to host collegiate championship

Women’s Tennis
SJSU vs, UC Davis,
Friday, 10 a.m.,
Reno, Nevada.
SJSU at Long Beach St.,
Saturday, 7 p.m., Reno,
Nevada.
SJSU at Nevada.
Sunday, 9 a.m.

Oberholser competes for
individual collegiate title
Spartan bad, Staff Report
San
host

Jose
the

i trsity will
State t
(.1,11, wate Golf

U.S.

liampionship this Saturday and
Sunday at Pasatiempo Golf Course
in Santa Gnu.
junior
Arron
Spartan
Oberholser and Stanford sopho-

!mat, Tigei Wi)xls will be competing with more than 100 other
will be competing for
the individual title in the the 54-

golfers who

hole tourmunent.
The

hometown

favorite,

is currently ranked
40th in the nation and plays with a
71.33 stroke average.
The San Mateo native has
picked up three tournament victoOberholser

ries this year with his latest coming
last week when he defended his
Pacific Coast Intercollegiate title in
Santa Barbara.
The inote widely known Woods,
who again was invited to compete
at the Masters Invitational in
Augusta. Georgia next week, also
has three collegiate tournament
victories under his belt this season.
Woods currently touts a lofty

national ranking of 2nd; trailing
University of Texas’ Brad Elder.
Other top individuals include
University of Southern California’s
Brian Hull and Roger Tambellini,
ranked 12th and 41th. Both
golfers have a tournament victory
under their belts this season.
There are 19 teams with six players each competing for the right to
proclaim their golf team the best

in the nation. The team championship will be determined by taking each school’s best four scores
after each of the three rounds.
Ninth ranked University of
Southern California will be
defending its team-champion title
this year against the likes of powerful and deep teams such as
Stanford, Oregon State, and San
Jose State.
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SJSU’s Dr. Charles Whitcomb, NCAA
faculty representative, is a finalist of the
1996 National Student-Athlete Day
Giant Steps Awards, sponsored by
Northern University’s Center for the
Study of Sport in Society.
The awards are given annually to individuals and organizations who exempli-

Spartan Deily Staff Report

fy die ideas and provide support for student-athletes to achieve academic and
athletic success. Winners will be
announced today.
Whitcomb was nominated for the
administrator category. The other categories include: civic leaders, coaches,
women student -athletes and men student athletes.

The SJSU men’s gymnastic team
is heading south. After which, the
party is over.
These men are on their way to
Santa Barbara to compete in the
Mountain Pacific Championships
at UC Santa Barbara.
The team competition happens
today and high scoring individual

gymnasts go on to compete
Saturday. According to their season marks, their vacation may be
short.
After a rocky season of defeating
only three teams and losing to 19,
the Spartans are heading toward
some tough competition.
The Spartans finished the season with a high team score of
216.00 on the last regular meet of

Classified
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim kit products or
EMPLOYMENT
services advertised below nor is
there any guarantee Implied. The HOSTESS/F1NE DINING P.T. EVE.
classified column of the Spartan Must be outgoing/energetic.
Dally consist of paid advertising RuedeParisDowntown. 2980704.
and onerIngs we not appoved or
verified by the newspaper,
BOOKKEEPER PT. Invoice. post,
Pay bills on QuickBooks. Good
phone manner a must. Excel cap
FOR RENT
a plus. Call Lisa 408.275-1784.
2 BEIRM. APARTMENT $600/MO.
Security type bi. d
Secure Parking
Close in
Modem Building
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 295-6893.

OCCASIONAL CHILDCARE for 11
year old boy. Hours vary. Homework, swim, etc. Car & refs req.
Patient, energetic, fun, exp. only.
Stevens Creek/San Tomas area.
$5/hr. 983-4732.

PART TIME WAITPERSON
Needed evenings & weekends.
PARENTING INSTRUCTOR
Salary + tips. Apply in person.
$9-$11/hr. 25-30 hrs/wk.
Britannia Arms
Exp w/ D.D., parenting &
5027 Aimaden Exp. San Jose.
SHARED HOUSING early childhood development.
Car necessary. Fax resume to RETAIL INVENTORY COUNTERS
ROOM FOR RENT -Share bath 248-1221.
Must be dependable & have own
$350/mo + 1/3 LIR Wit). pool. New
transportation. Enjoy flexible hours
SJSU. Avail now. 4088719783.
DIRECTORS: Adult & children. by working around your schedule.
Church choirs. Call 377-8155 Learn new skills. Benefits and
FURNISHED ROOM FOR RENT or fax resume to 377-8523.
advancement opportunities.
in attractive, newly remodelled.
Please call Washington Inventory
spacious, tri-level townhome in WANTED BAND & ORCHESTRA Service at 408/2948196.
Santa Teresa foothills. Scene views, instumant Salesperson Looking for
Peaceful surroundings. Guaranteed someone with retail experience. FAST-PACED SMALL LAW FIRM
parking. Clean, new & in impeccable knowledge of band & orchestra seeks clerk w/good org. skills,
condition! Fully Arnished bedroom on instruments. Bilingual a plus. Call multi-task oriented; comp literate
3d level. CtLonouse/cool/sixt. Easy The Starving Musician 5549041. a +: fling, phones, FT hrs; Fax res.
acess to 85 & 101. Only $325/mo.
w/ salary req. 408/995-3320.
+ util. Call Angie at 408-974-8898 GENERAL IMP. Small thrift store
or 408-224-2015. leave message close to SJSU. FT/PT, flexible
SECURITY- ACUFACTS, INC.
& your call will be returned. Females hours. $5 - $7/hr. Bob 293-3763.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
and non-smokers only. please.
Corporate Sites, Top Pay!
Too many benefits to list!
SUMMER DAY CAMP JOBS
ROOM FOR RENT-South Si was Day Camp. Sports Carp & Specialty Day, Swing, 3ave Shifts. F/T& P/T.
Pool, exercise room, easy 85 Camp Director & Leader applications Call or apt* in person. Mon-Sun 7-7.
access. $350/month + shared being accepted at the Central 408-288-5880. 555D Maiden Pee.
util. Call Russ / Harold 723-9310. YMCA. Applicants must be enerbtwn Sat, Calos are Pa1cnca,
getic. enjoy working outdoors,
bare tre Cad an Pay Store.
WEST S AREA ROOM FOR RENT have previous experience working
2 bdrm. condo. pool. Jacuzzi. with youth & have the ability to CRUISE SHIPS HIRING- Earn up
lead a variety of camp activities. to $2,000+/month. World travel.
$375 + 1/2 utilities 241-8269.
For an application or more info, Seasonal & full-time positions. No
contact the YMCA. at 298.1717 a exp. necessary. For info. call
ANNOUNCEMENTS Sop by 1717 The Alameda, San Jose. 1-206-971-3550 ext. C60414.
FAST FUNDRASER Rase $500 e 5 WAITER/ESS FINE DINING EXP,
aysGreels. Gmuts. ClAxs, morsated Req. Lunch/Dinner Rue de Paris
individuals. Fast. easy- No financial 19N. Market Downtown San Jose.
obligation 1-800862-1982e¢ 32.
ARTS & CRAFTS people could use
STUDENT DENTAL PUN I
some help. Steady work. Some
weekends required. Ed 984-4020.
Only $57.00 per year.
Save 30% - 60%
on your dental needs.
VALET PARKERS P/T, nights &
weekends for private parties in
For info call 1-800-655-3225.
Los Gatos area. Must have min. 1
year customer service experience.
&
desire to serve people. Polite,
CAMPUS CLUBS
well groomed, and professional
’DIE CELTIC HERITAGE CLUB. attitude only. 20 yrs+. $5.50/hr.
Enjoy earning about Irish. Scottish. + tips. Call Mike, 415/546-1747.
and Welsh culture. Explore the
beautiful Celtic heritage. Open IMMEDIATE OPENINGS: Youth
to all students interested in Sports instructor. Lifeguards.
Irish/Scottish/Welsh music and SUMMER OPENINGS: Lifeguards,
culture. For more information, Swim instructors, Camp Counselors,
and Sports Camp Instructors.
call Kelly at (408)927-7925.
Accepting applications at the
South Valley Family YMCA, 5632
Santa Teresa Blvd. San Jose. CA.
’RAVEL
EUROPE 8249.
Be a little feeble and save 55$.
We’ll help you beat the airline prices
Destinations worldwide.
AIRHITCH9 600434-9192
airhitch@netcom.com

LAW OFFICL PART-TIME - P.M.
Light typing. gen phones, filing.
S8/hr. Call Margaret: 242-1941.

JOBS JOBS JOBS
Borg-Warner Protective Service
FLEXIBLE HOURS
FT/PT/Weekends only

$749

Unarmed security officers
Prestigious client sites
Medical Benefits
Training/Uniforms provided
Military experience a plus
CALL OUR 24 HOUR JOB HOTLINE
1-800-385-9419
or apply in person
591W. Hamilton@ San Tomas Exo
Campbell. CA (408) 378-9760
eoe/m/f/d/v drugfree workplace.
COLLEGE STUDENT "TO DO" LIST
Register for class _Roommate
Pace to love Student loan _Buy
Books _"FIND A JOU. _Strike
up a conversation with that nice
looking person I met at registration.
We can’t help you with everything but we may be able to help
you with a job.
Would you like a position that
will compliment your class schedule?
Positions available throughout San
_bee. Santa Dare Pennant & Milpitas.
VANGUARD
SECURITY SERVICES
Apply M-F 8am-5pm.
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara
caner Scott/San Tomas.

SWIM INSTRUCTORS wanted
Sum 96. Independence HS & SJSU
pools. Please call West Coast
for info. 408,259-4522.
Aquatics
EXPERIENCE THAILAND with Cal
State Hayward’s Bangkok Summer Quarter / Discover Thailand OUST SERV REPS WANTED, work
Tour. Under $3,500. Academic with other students in friendly YMCA TEACHERS/DIRECTORS.
credit. June 17 to August 6. atmosphere for fast growing co. FT/FT School-age childcare (6+ ECE)
$6-$7/hr. Call (415)366-3893. preferred. M-F, 2-6 flex. Looking
Info: Julie Clark. 510-885-3538.
for fun creative people who are
MARKETING/ENVIRONMENTAL willing to make a difference.
SPORTS/THRILLS We need 3 individuals willing to Summer opportunity also availwork hard for above average able (childcare, camp, aquatics).
income. Bilingual a plus. Part-time. For more information, call Marie
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
at 408-370-1877.
Full-time. 408-988-1760.
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration experienced by
skydiving! Tandem, Accelerated
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
&AU student owned & operated.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1-510-634.7575.

BICYCLE MESSENGER SERVICE
Part-time, am/pr: shifts, flex nours.
AlSo.ASSISTAra OATH positron.
P/T Mon -Fri, 12pm.5pm. Starts
at $8.00/hr. Serving Downtown
San Jose. Inner City Express.
22 West Saint John, San Jose.
Apply in person- 7:30am-6pm.

ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
for egg donation. Desperate
Asian couples need your help
to conceive. Can you help?
Ages 21-30, healthy and
responsible. Generous stipend
and expenses paid. Please call
VVWFC 1-510-820-9495.

TEACHER: Before & After School
Program, F/T. Paid medical.
dental & vacation. ECE or Rec.
units required. Resume to:
Frederick Ferrer, @ Gardner
Children’s Center, 611 Willis Ave.
San Jose, CA. 95125. EOE.

$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
up to $120/week!
Become a Sperm Donor.
Heathy males, 19-34 years old.
Um. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
415-324-1900, M-F, 8-5pm.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
Students needed in the immediate
area. Fill-time/part-time openings.
Call today 1-415-968-9933.
International Bartenders School.

ALASKA SUPANIER EPAPLOY61ENT
Students Neededl fishing industry. Earn up to 53.000-56.000+
per month. Room and Board!
Transportation! Male or Female.
No experience necessary. Call
1-206971-3510 ext A60414.

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A FUN
and rewarding job? Become a
leacher or a subsitute for our
school -age day care program.
These are great positions for
students. Most teacher positions
are afternoons, M-F. Substitute
positions are perfect for those
who have only one or two afternoons available. Units in ECE,
Rec, Pay, Soc. or Ed are required.
Please call Small World Schools
at 408.379-3200 ext. 21.

AUTO INSURANCE
Campus insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Servirg SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student’ Family Multi-car"
CALL TODAY 2965270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBLIGARONN
so open Saturdays 9-2.

COMPUTERS ETC
FOR SALE
$8 WE PAY TOP CASH 813
For Old/Used Computer
Memory & CPU’s.
We Buy/Trade-in/Sell
Memory for IBM/MAC/SUN.
1-800.8088356.

REAL ESTATE
GOVT FORECLOSED homes for
pennies on El. Delinquent Tax,
Repo’s, REO’s, Your Area. Toll
Free 1-800898-9778 Ext. H-2236
for current listings.

Print your ad here.

$35,000/YR. INCOME
potential. Reading books. Toll
Free 1-8 00-898-9 778 Ext. R2236 for details.
$1750 WEEKLY POSSIBLE
mailing our circulars. For info call
1-301-306-1207.

$ CRUISE SHIPS HIRINEil Students
needed! 55$-i-Free Trawl (Europe.
Caribbean, Hawaii) Seasonal /
Permanent. No exper. necessary.
ADMIN ASST, PART-TIME, flex Guide. 914929-4398 ext. C1131.
hrs. Downtown firm seeks sharp
& friendly individual with excellent
verbal communication and typing
SERVICES
speed of 50 wpm. Must be detail
oriented. Computer experience PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
helpful. Will train. $9.00 $12.00 accepting students who wish to
per hour to start. Fax resume excel in playing guitar or bass. All
to 408/993.0759, attn: John.
levels welcome: Beginning,
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
S40,000/YR INCOME
any style: Jazz, Blues. Rock,
potential. Home Typists/PC Fusion, Funk. Reggae, or Folk.
users. Toll Free 1-800-898- Call Bill at 408-298-6124.
9778 Ext. T-2236 for listings.
CRIME PREVENMON NFORMATON
TEACHERS/TEACHER AIDES
1-900-622-COPS
FT/PT positions with infants.
Personal Safety
toddlers, preschool & school age.
Horne security
Great advancement and growth
Vehicle security
opportunity. Good benefits. Immed.
Child safety
openings. ECE + exper. preferred.
Consumer assist
Call Action Day Nurseries.
information
408-996-1437.
$1.70- min. (9-min max)
18 yrs. / Touch tone phone
TEACHBVAIDES/REC, LEADERS THE COP-IJNE, Morgan Hill. CA.
Elem. school-age recreation prog..
Bus. Ph.* 4088835723.
P/T from 2-6pm. M-F during the
school year. turns into F/T (or P/T) WRITING ASSISTANCE any
during sum, camp prog. Xlnt. sal. subject. Why suffer and get poor
Los Datos/Srtga. Rec. Dept. call grades when help is Just a call
Janet at 3548700(23. (Not avail. away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
school year? Call for summer em- college teacher) assists with
ploymentlifeguards,cempleaders) research & writing. Tutorial also
avail. Friendly, caring. confidential.
TELEMARKETING
Convenient Peninsula location.
Sell Calif’s best newspapers. Dissertation/thesis specialist.
Flexible hours. open 9am to 9pm Samples & references available.
7days a week. Hourly, plus bonus. Chinese & other langs. spoken.
Near Lignt Rail, Transit.
Foreigners welcome! Call today
Call Today. Work Tomorrow. for free phone consultation:
MEDIA PROMOTIONS, INC.
(415) 525-0605...sek tor Daniel
Downtown
408494-0200
Campbell
408-364-2700 IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY.
Office positions also available. Assistance with Visas and Green
Cards. Reasonable Rates. Call
DOES YOUR SUMMER JOB SUCK? Tamara Daney 415-267-7267.
Our 129 year-old publishing company. Southwestern, is looking to WRMNG HELP. Fast professional
select 8-10 students from SJSU editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
to work in our summer program. Essays, letters, application
Average profit from summer work: statements, proposals, reports.
$5,766. For interview information etc. For more info, please call
Dave Bolick at 510-601-9554.
call (408)241-9903.
VISA/MesterCerd. FAX. E-Mall.
TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK Male
COCHRELL’S
up to $25-$45/hr. teaching basic
PROFESSIONAL RESUMES.
conversational English in Japan
of Professional
Member
Taiwan. or S. Korea. No teaching
background or Asian languages Association of Resume Writers.
Reasonable Rates.
required. For information call:
Call 356-6782.
1-206971-3570 ext. J60413.

DAILY CLASSIRED - LOCAL RATES

INSURANCE

WORD PROCESSING

ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335S.Baywoord Ave. San Jose.
247-7486.

NANCY’S COMPUTER SERVICES
Resumes "Term Papers
"Letters *Tape Transcriptions
20 years expenence.
Low Rates!
408 ’297 3341

MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us permanently remove your unwanted hair.
Back - Chest - Lip - Bikini Chin
Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. first app.
1/2 price if made before 6-31-96.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow, 621 E.
Campbell Ave. *17, Campbell.
(406) 379-3500.

AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
Profess c), 1froO Ptocess g’
Theses, Term Papers, Nursing &
Group Projects. Resumes, Letters.
Manuscnpts. etc. WordPerfect 5.1,
HP Laser II. All formats. specializing
in APA. Spelling, punctuation and
grammatical editing. Free disk
storage. All work guaranteed!
Worry free. dependable and prompt
service. To avoid disappointment,
call now to reserve your time!
Call PAM 247-2681 (8arn-8pm).

WANTED 100 STUDENTS Lose
8-100 pounds. New metabolism
breakthrough. I lost 15 pounds n
3 weeks. Guaranteed results.
$35 cost. 1800866-3829.

Ad Rates: 3-line minimum
One
Two Throe
Dr/
13333 Ds113
3 lines
4 Ihus
5 thus

$5

57

$9

SCHOLARSHIPS

61,000 STUDENT SCHOUSRSIIPSI
51.000 scholarships and various
awards sponsored by Packaging
industry! Enroll in Packaging for
eligibility. Scholarships available for
Spring and Fall 1996. Graduates
receive 5 or more job offers.
Starting salanes frOm
For details, contact Dr. Jorge
Marcondes, Pacraging Program
Coordinator at 408/9243210.
IS 207 or CCB 200.
FREE MONEY For You Education’
Apply for your share in millions of
unclaimed private sector aid. Call
Scholarship Resource Services.
408-261.8676.
FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over $6
Billion in public and pnvate sector
grants a, scholarships is now
available. All students are eligible
regardless of grades, income,
or parent’s income. Let us help.
Call Student financial Services:
18002636495 ext. F60414.
COLLEGE FINANCIAL NEED?
We can help. Private money.
No pay back. For details, call
510-632-0835 or 510-471-8667

WARIER
HANDICAPPED MAN looking for
live-in companion. Call after 4orn.
3763604.
Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
additional Information
Classified readers should be
reminded that. when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services
in addition, readers should
carehdly Investigate all firms
offering employment listings
acoupons for discount
vacations or merchandise
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Spartan Daily Classiflods
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for
no
extra
charge
bold
(25
spaces)
set
in
First line
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each
SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines: $90
3-9 lines: $70
15-19 lines: $110

Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall Room 209
Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepad II No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecutive publications dates ’Oily
QUESTIONS? CALL (406) 924-3277

THE PERFECT PAPER
Resurnes
*Research Papers
*Manuscripts. etc.
Worked with SJSU Students &
Faculty for over 15 years. Quick
TLrnaround. 10 mnutes from SJSU.
All work guaranteed. Call Jane
from 8arn-6pm 1408)937-0373,

TIRED OF UNWANTED HAIR?
Electrolysis is the answer!!
I remove hair from any where
on your body, from facial hair to
bikini area. Call for appointment.
Camelia’s Electrolysis Place. TOJO’S Word Processing Servlos.
1190 Lincoln. San Jose, 9939093. ResumesSchop PapersFlyers
Mon-Sat./ Free Cons. /Eve apts.
Powerpoint presentations
Al Students Receive 2015 Discount.
Color output
VERY LOW RATES.
Cali Today! 408-9377201

FOR NATioniAL / AGENcv RATES CALL 408-924-3277

Nino

FAX: 924-3282

HEALTH & BEAUTY

ODOEIEDEOODOECOPILJOED 1E1E1 Ora IOCIEF1
DEIDEIEDEIEDOEIMELJE11-1111 __IDOLLJEICIEEE17
MODODFOODOEll IMOOMEIDOOMMEEK
ILJEE-IME
DECOEIDEMECOOODEIEE1

$7

the season on March 29.
The two gymnasts who are most
likely to attend Saturday’s session
are SJSU’s No. 1 gymnast, Ed
Balado and No. 2 Karl Nose.
Balado finished the March 29
meet with his season best allaround score of 59.65. Nove finished the meet in second place
with a score of 53.50.

Phone: 924-3277
PT CAR PREP / DRIVER
You will keep all cars ship shape,
washing, vacuuming, checking
fluids & drNing. Positions are now
available at our San Jose Airport
location. We offer flexible schedules in a fast paced, friendly
environment. Candidates must be
at least 18 years of age (with
college credits) & possess a good
driving record. Please apply in
person with D.M.V. printout at:
ENTERPRISE RENT-A-CAR
1350 N. first St. (LeBaron Hotel)
San Jose. California
(408) 452-1100
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Gymnasts head to championships

Whitcomb finalist for national award
Spartan Daly Staff Report

Friday, April 5, 1996

_campus Dubs*
Greek Messages.
_Events
_Announcements.
_Lost and Found**
_Volunteers*
_For Sae*

,
_Rata!
_Shared niois.-4.
_Real Estate
_Services*
_Health/F3eauty
eherinss
ranc

_Autos For Saie

_Entertainment.

_Computers Etc
_Wanted*
_Employment
_OPOortundies

_Travel
_Tutonng
_Wad Processing
_ScholarehipS

Special student rates available for these classifications.S5.00 for a3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person in

DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community

PROOFREADING EDMNG
& Word Processing.
Get your papers edited before
they are graded: A polished
paper improves grades
Free pickup and delrvery.
18 years business experience
SCHOLASTIC ADVANTAGE
(406) 241-0513

CALL MARCIA 266-9448
Word Processing ienoce/ Fax
Editing/Format Specialist for
Terms Papers/Projects/Resumes
APA Tuella!
MLA
Grammar. Sentence Structure
’(,.,.., - g’Soc INcrk/English/History
International Students Welcome
ose () SJSL Ca’-us
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science & Engsn ;Japers raises
our specialty. Laser printing. Free
spell check and storage. APA,
Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Paul or Virginia 40825104419.
PRONOMINAL Word Processing
Theses, term papers, group
projects, resumes, mini micro
oassette transcription. All formats.
Fax available. Experienced.
dependable, quick return,
Almaden/Branham area Call
Linda 408-264-4504.
WORD PROCESSING / TYPING
Term papers, theses, resumes,
group projects. etc. Free spelling
and grammar check. Typewriter
available for filling in forms. Do
you tape interviews of people for
reports or later reference? if so,
I will transcribe your tapes.
FAX machine. Notary Public.
Will do one day turnaround when
schedule permits. Call Anna at
972-4992 from 8am to 7pm.
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE?
Let me do it for you!
Resumes. Term Papers,
Screenplays, APA,
Dictaphone.
Pickup / Delivery Available
Julie- 445-0707
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answers will appear in the next issue.
ACROSS
1 Talking horse
of the ’60s
5 Every
9 Fair
13 Seeps
15 Matty of
baseball
16 Part of a foot
17 TV’s Winfrey
18 Reasonable
19 Sad
20 Sensible
22 Face
coverings
23 Loyal
24 Long letter
26 Golf score
29 Poet’s always
30 Fish eggs
31 Collect
33 Non-paying
passenger
38 Sausage 39 Engine
41 Strong wind
42 Collect one’s
thoughts
44 Actor Rathbone
45 Toronto’s prov.
46 Flying saucer
abbr
48 Energy
49 Cousteau’s
vessel
53 Zero
55 Governs
56 Keeps up
61 Economist Smith
62 Diplomacy
63 Fund (a
program)
64 Silent
performer
65 Poker stake
66 Gamma
follower
67 Baseballer
Musial
68 Egyptian
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STEP AHEAD OF THE COMPETITION

Although the
women s basketball season
has come to
an end, their
training has
not The team
still works out
together eight
hours a week
in the off season to keep
themselves in
top cardiovascular shape
Ptioio BY
STEVE KEEGA.N
SPARTAN
DAILY

Control: Smiling Rodriquez will take his role as A.S. controller seriously
From page 1
ccnc has been happening tot tilt last .11
years and Rodriquez took on the task of
coordinating it.
Rodriquez has worked on the finance
committee for a year and is prepared for
the upcoming challenge, said Simmons.
"He’s attended every (financial) meeting. We worked on the finance committee
together and we’re in agreement on a lot

of things," said Simmons. "I think that
Adrian will do a great job as controller."
"He’s willing to be supportive of our
agenda even if he doesn’t agree with it 100
percent," said Yaghmai.
Because the majority rules, and
Simmons and Yaghmai have the majority,
it’s more effective if the minority is supportive after the votes have been cast, said
Yaghmai.

"We want to incorporate as many ideas
as we can to make agenda better."
One function of the A.S. controller is to
be the chief financial operator who deals
with student organizations.
He said he is aware of the responsibility
of taking control of the students money.
"We’re dealing with student money, and
we want to be as careful as possible," he
said.

Student organizations make a presentation to the finance committee. The committee members decide who gets the
funds.
As a chairman of the finance and budget committee, Rodriquez will put in more
hours than a part-time employee.

After SJSU, Rodriquez said he plans on
pursuing a doctorate or going to law
school.

Along with taking 12 units, he won’t
have much time for another job.

"Ultimately, I’d like to teach," he said.
a natural teacher."

Spring
clocks
forward

I look
just like
Buddy
Holly...

Daylight-saving
time arrives

Wednesday’s afternoon
band at the quad of the
Student Union was "thee
Spivies." The rock group from
left, Robb Orr on bass, Clark
Willson and Ivan Vejar on
guitar, are from San Diego.
Their next local appearance
is tonight in Santa Cruz at
the Red Room.

WASHINGTON (AP) The
time it is a changin’ once again.
Sunday, in addition to being
Easter, is the date America springs
forward to daylight-saving time.
For most of the nation, that
means to set clocks ahead one
hour before going to bed on
Saturday night.
The penalty for forgetting is an
hour’s tardiness at church or other
Sunday activities.
Standard time returns Oct. 27.

Pinno itS
CHIEKO ARIMURA
SPECIAL TO THE SPARTAN DAII

Clinton signs farm bill ending traditional subsidies
11AS1iINGTON
(AP)
President Clinton quietly and
reluctantly signed historic farm
legislation Thursday that snaps the
decades-old link between crop
prices and government subsidies.
Although the law rightfully lifts
many government controls on
farmers, it "fails to provide an adequate safety net for family farmers," the president said from a
White House mourning the death
of Commerce Secretary Ron

His current work as a tutor will continue
through the summer and will help pay for
next semester.

Brown.
Clinton opposed the key farm
provisions but said growers need
to know what the government has
in mind for them as they head to
the fields this spring. Agriculture
Secretary Dan Glickman pledged
the department would do everything in its power to carry out the
law.
The law ends government-guaranteed prices for corn, other feed
grains, cotton, rice and wheat a

staple of l’.5. farm polity since the
Depression. Instead, farmers will
get guaranteed payments that
decline over seven years and an
immediate end to most planting
controls. The payments total $36
billion over seven years and
account for most of the spending
in the $47 billion law.
"This farm bill is the most historic change in American agriculture since the 1930s," said Sen.
Ric hard Lugar, R-Ind., chairman

of
the
Senate
Agri( ulture
Committee. "Production and supply controls will end, and farmers
will produce for the market for the
first time since the Great
Depression."
The administration opposed the
bill because it gives farmers a windfall of high payments when skyrocketing market prices mean traditional subsidies would have
fallen sharply. Afterward, the guaranteed payments dwindle.

A few places exempt themselves
from daylight time: Arizona,
Hawaii, part of Indiana, Puerto
Rico, the Virgin Islands and
American Samoa.
For the rest of the nation, the
change means later sunsets for
people to enjoy working on gardens or outdoor projects, playing
sports, having barbecues or just
idly relaxing outdoors.

STUDENT SPECIAL
UNLIMITED
INTERNET USAGE
28.8/33.6 Personal Account
$20.00 setup
$17.00 month
Student Identification required
Must be 18 or over
Call (408) 746-0752
Email: info@phc.net

Vo.ociated Students Progrnn, Roard precents

6th Annual International

,..Artists jilm &Tido,
9
Ernpnv Records lay Area Premiereat
Ruh condeversial hit
It einequest Grand
Prise Winner
-San hue State Filmmakers

EL%

7:00pm
Ihursday. April llth
& Friday, April 12th

GRAF)

Tickers available .4th. door
%general
54 students
San lose State
Engineering
Auditorium Room 169

.4r
"...LT.’

11us hen, Is Wheelchair Accessible
Fot 64,4e Information. Call 408924 6261

SAN JOSE
STATE
U Ni VE R SI TY

’Free
Repeat
Polk

officials
remind
Safety
Americans that changing the
clocks provides a good opportunity to change batteries in smoke
detectors, to ensure they’re ready
to sound off in case of fire.

Correction
In Thursday’s edition of the Spartan Daily, Johnathon Wilson,
Associated Students director of community affairs, was misidentified as
’Nil Cason, A.S. director of students rights and responsibilities.
We regret the error.

C.001:

NEWS FOR 5TAJCPEN11-5!

THE UNIVERSITY HEALTH CENTER
now has
EVENING HOURS!

Open Until 7:00 PM Tuesdays & Wednesdays
Beginning April 2, 1996
A Physician and Nurse Practitioner are now available two evenings every week
fw- appointments and drop in visits.
Basic services are free to regularlyrollcd SJSU students. The Pharmacy, Xray and Lab are also ()pun late.

I

App tin trn en is & In
924- 6120
Building, Rcuitti I (Ili, Conic!: 91h Sc Paseo de SAti Carlos

Friends Of Prof. Jane Wertz
Charles "Chuck" Wertz died peacefully in his sleep
Monday night, April 1, 1996. He is the husband of
Professor Jane Wertz, Professor of Advertising in the
School of journalism & Mass Communication.

oro%

A memorial service will be held:

Friday, April 5, at 7:00 p.m.
Los Altos Methodist Church
655 Magdalena Avenue,
Los Altos at Foothill Expressway
Students and colleagues are invited to attend.
71111Ell

0#$125
c’op.OV4 $195
BOBROW
11’ EST

[’reparation
Service.,
(408) 924-2600
(510) 680-6556

